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Introduction
The difference between great and poor customer service has
always been clear, and businesses on the wrong end of this
spectrum usually pay a price. This is as true for insurance as
it is for any other customer-facing business. Today, the
consequences of subpar service are amplified by the speed
and reach of social media. One poorly handled claim, one
mistake captured on a smart phone, can escalate quickly into
a brand-damaging incident. This is just one reason firms
across all industries should increase their focus on providing
great customer experience.

Providing a strong customer experience is

utives may still see insurance as a low-

not just about reducing the risk of cus-

engagement, disintermediated category,

tomer service mishaps. It is increasingly a

but analytics prove that in an industry

way for companies in competitive markets

where profits are highly concentrated,

to distinguish their brands. Every com-

leading carriers are delivering customer

pany has to deal with significant shifts in

experiences that inspire loyalty and at-

customer preferences and with accelerat-

tract new customers frustrated by their

ing changes in customer expectations.

experiences with their current carriers.

Companies in other sectors (e.g., consumer electronics and online shopping)
have already succeeded in putting the
customer at the center of their business,
and continue to upgrade their approach
as they learn more about what their customers need.

For example, German P&C carriers that
have provided customers with consistently best-in-class customer experience
have generated two to four times more
growth in new business and about 30
percent higher profitability than firms with
an inconsistent customer focus, in part

McKinsey’s global research across indus-

because satisfied customers are 80 per-

tries shows that improving the customer

cent more likely to renew their policies

experience can do far more to drive prof-

than unsatisfied customers (Exhibit 1).

itable growth than raising advertising
spending or lowering prices. Some exec-
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Exhibit 1

Customer
experience
leaders
outperform in
terms of the top
and bottom line

Growth

Premium growth
2014/15, percent

Costs

Gross cost ratio
2014/15, percent

Customer
experience leaders

7

Customer
experience leaders

21

Customer
experience laggards

4

Customer
experience laggards

24

Increase in customer
loyalty

Increase in once-and-done
processes/solutions

Higher success rate for
cross-selling activity

Reduction in call center volume
through better customer guidance

Benefit from positive
referrals

Higher rate of straight-throughprocessing/digitization

Note: "Leaders" and "laggards" defined as top/bottom 3 in sample, P&C motor, excluding direct players
Note: German market example
SOURCE: McKinsey insurance database; customer satisfaction score

Employee
satisfaction
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On the Path to Profitable
Growth
Delivering a superior customer experience takes more
than developing a mobile app or adding call center staff.
It requires significant investments, relentless
improvements and collaboration across customer
channels and business functions, from distribution and
underwriting to claims handling.
Many insurers look at each customer

A number of commercial lines carriers are

touch point, from visiting the website to

using digital tools to improve journeys.

calling an agent, as a discrete event. But

Many commercial insurance buyers value

customers see those events as steps in a

online interfaces with self-service features

single journey to meet an important need,

and the ability to track the status of inter-

such as protecting themselves and their

actions in real time instead of having to

families or recovering from an accident.

make inquiries by phone, email or

Improving customer satisfaction can be

through their brokers.

an engine of profitable growth, but it de-

Advances like these require coordinating

mands a common vision and new levels

multichannel interactions with an overar-

of coordination across historically strong

ching view of business value. Quick, cos-

organizational silos. Establishing cross-

metic fixes are likely to fall short, while

functional, multichannel customer expe-

costly changes do not always deliver

riences should be a CEO and

strong returns. One carrier spent a signif-

board-level priority.

icant sum upgrading its telephone sys-

In this context, digital tools are unlocking new opportunities for insurers. For
example, since more than 80 percent of
shoppers now touch a digital channel at
least once throughout their shopping
journey, carriers can find new ways to
engage customers efficiently and effectively with personalized messages, and
improve speed, service and consistency
to raise satisfaction.

tem to reduce the average wait time on
its hotline from 40 to 20 seconds, but
barely improved its customer feedback.
Another touted its “superior service” in a
national ad campaign—and saw an immediate decline in its customer satisfaction scores, perhaps because reality did
not live up to higher expectations. Delivering a superior customer experience depends on the full range of pricing,
products and services.
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Barriers to Superior
Customer Experience
The main reason so many companies fail to improve
customer journeys is that understanding what customers
value is not an easy task. Identifying what drives customer
satisfaction and translating it into operational performance
improvements requires deep customer insights, solid
analytics, and modeling the most important customer
journeys, with cross-functional ownership and
multichannel, end-to-end management.
A typical insurance carrier today delivers

tween an agent and a claims adjuster—

customer experiences via separate func-

both represent the insurer in the event of

tions (marketing, distribution, underwrit-

an accident.

ing, claims), using a website, sales call

So how can insurers overcome these
barriers and deliver exceptional customer experiences? The first step is to

Many carriers overlook the
fact that speed of resolution is
only one driver of customer
satisfaction among several other
“soft” factors.

align on what type of experience they
want to deliver. Experts disagree on
some fundamental elements of this issue.
Some believe that fewer customer touch
points are better, 1 while others say more
interactions create more opportunities to
add value and build loyalty.
Both can be correct, of course, depending on particular customer segments
and the specific journeys they are on.

1

“The Effortless Experience:
Conquering the New Battleground
for Customer Loyalty,” Rick Delisi,
Matthew Dixon, Nick Toman;
Penguin.

center, service department and so on,

Customers with more complex insurance

most managed by different executives

needs might want a higher-touch ap-

with different goals and metrics. This

proach during sales and onboarding, for

structure may have its purposes, but it

example, while younger customers

overlooks the fact that from the cus-

might prefer digital-only, self-driven ex-

tomer perspective, the experience is

periences that include advice but remain

often a single journey. Customers are

non-intrusive and available on demand.

unlikely to draw a sharp distinction be-

Also, the more value there is at stake in
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a claim, the more time customers are
willing to spend in live interactions during
the first notice of loss. For example,

■ Employee knowledge and
professionalism

■ Employee courtesy

speed of resolution is only one driver of

■ Transparency and ease of the process.

customer satisfaction among several

In a finding that may surprise industry ex-

other “soft” factors. In McKinsey’s re-

ecutives, settlement amount ranked only

search into repairable auto claims in the

12th, behind ease of tracking claim status

U.S., five qualities were key to driving

and flexibility in scheduling the appraisal.

customer satisfaction:

In other words, most of the policyholders

many carriers overlook the fact that

■ The speed of the claim settlement

■ Ease of communicating with the insurer

surveyed cared more about service than
payment, especially when the claim size
was relatively small.
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Transforming the Customer
Experience In Insurance
Understanding what customers want is paramount in
building a better customer experience. But real
transformations are achieved when carriers take a
comprehensive approach to customer journeys and how
their organization works.

Only a holistic process can deliver tangi-

tant. Vision without institutionalization

ble and sustained improvements. There

may mean missing objectives, because

are four core elements to a successful

change did not stick with the front line.

approach to excellence in customer experience: inspiration, insights, improvements and institutionalization.
■ Inspiration: Create a comprehensive vi-

Inspiration
A customer-centric transformation begins
with an overarching vision exemplified by

sion for a customer-centric business

senior leaders and modeled throughout

and operating model with clear targets.

the organization. CEOs listening in to live

■ Insights: Develop customer insights

call center phone calls or serving coffee

and link customer satisfaction to opera-

to their customers are nice, powerful

tional key performance indicators and

touches. But the real value of a cus-

business impact (such as churn and

tomer-centric culture is unlocked when

cross-selling).

employees rally behind a common pur-

■ Improvement: Radically redesign cus-

pose that drives them to go beyond their
regular standard of work.

tomer journeys from start to finish,
using digital elements as the standard.

■ Institutionalization: Build customer-

centricity into the organization, changing culture and processes from the
front line to the C-suite.

Customer-centric organizations go the
extra mile, demonstrating that customer
satisfaction is not just a metric on a dashboard but an inspiration. One global bank
improved new product sales and cross-sell
numbers and raised consumer and small

Each element can yield a better experi-

business customer satisfaction scores, by

ence, but the full impact is seen only

rewarding branch employees for being

when the four are pulled together. For ex-

friendly, valuing customers’ time, knowing

ample, making improvements without in-

the details of their business with the bank,

sights can mean allocating resources to

and making sure customers’ needs were

features that customers deem unimpor-

met before concluding transactions.
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Measurements are important, of course,

grounded in facts, not gut feelings.

and each function may pursue different

Many companies today rely primarily on

objectives (e.g., avoiding errors to re-

two tools to assess customer satisfac-

duce cancelations, maximizing ease of

tion, both with shortcomings:

doing business for brokers and agents),

■ Top-down metrics: All insurers periodi-

yet each objective must be consistent

cally measure customer satisfaction.

with the brand promise and tangible

Many do so on a differentiated basis—

across all functions.

by division, for example. Those may be
good starting points, but they rarely

Insights

provide clear indications as to where

Improvements in customer experience

and how to make improvements. Cus-

result from a clear understanding of cus-

tomer satisfaction scores need to be

tomer needs and their implications from

linked to operational metrics and eco-

an operational standpoint. Most cus-

nomic value to highlight how to address

tomer-centric processes also improve

customer needs. Likewise, recommen-

efficiency, but large investment decisions

dation scores may not reflect true cus-

demand a clear articulation of costs and

tomer satisfaction. In some industries,

benefits, such as how much value an in-

improving the customer rating may

novation adds from the customer’s point

barely increase the likelihood of renew-

of view and how much of a competitive

ing a subscription or buying a new

edge it provides. In other words, cus-

product, while in insurance, a similar

tomer satisfaction initiatives should be

jump can be a differentiator.

Exhibit 2

A “customer
experience
excellence
engine”
integrates best
practices for
transformation

Improvement

Insights
Understanding the
impact of
customer needs
and behaviors
from operational
driver to financial
result

Inspiration

Developing
a customercentric business
model

Institutionalization

SOURCE: McKinsey & Company

Reinventing
end-to-end
journeys
through digital

Making change
sustainable across
the organization
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■ Internal surveys: Surveying internal lead-

but still unsatisfactory, and what service

ers is a good way to generate ideas for

levels customers expect, making it possi-

improvements, but these leaders tend to

ble to quantify acceptable waiting times

focus on technical shortcomings and

in the call center, for example. This level

may not rank other nuances in interac-

of detail helps carriers avoid investing in

tions the way customers do.

areas that would not differentiate them
from the competition.

Increasing customer satisfaction goes
hand-in-hand with operationally relevant

Insurers can also gain valuable in-

customer intelligence. For example, mar-

sights—and avoid trying to solve the

ket research needs to reveal not just cus-

wrong problems—by comparing how

tomers’ satisfaction with individual touch

customers describe their experiences

points, but also the overall drivers of sat-

with actual company data. In other

isfaction, including brand, product, price

words, if customer complaints about

and service, and how they contribute to

long call-center wait times do not match

business success, including policy re-

reality, then the problem might have more

newal and cross-selling.

to do with communication and not nec-

Research should determine which operational drivers and expected service levels
lead to satisfaction in each journey (Exhibit 3). This type of research helps carriers understand which journeys and
drivers are truly important for customers

essarily be solved by adding call center
staff. Repeating this kind of research
pragmatically but on a regular basis can
shed light on changing customer expectations and point out opportunities to improve journeys.

Exhibit 3

An end-to-end
economic model
generates
insights and
guides the
improvement
process

Insights through market research

Clear benefits
Incremental revenue impact
(renewal, cross-selling)

Prioritization of customer
journeys and operational drivers
for improvement

Economic impact

Brand

Top business
driver of customer
satisfaction

Price

Sales/Service

Customer satisfaction
comparison based on actual
experience versus perception
Sales

Contract change

Claims

First-response
quality

First-response
waiting time

Ease of
documentation

…

"Helpful"

5 min

Very easy

…

Journey
satisfaction

Driver
satisfaction

Product

Driver
performance

…

Benchmarking of journey
performance and perception
against competitors
Quantification of impact of
customer satisfaction
improvement on top line/costs

Calculation of business cases for
individual improvement levers
Analyze for relevance to the
customer and current performance

SOURCE: McKinsey & Company
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Improvement

ing begins: they can be piloted and im-

Insights from research help insurers de-

plemented in stages, and many incre-

cide where to invest, but effectively re-

mental improvements are possible

designing customer journeys also

without lengthy preparations or IT infra-

requires discipline. Journeys can be opti-

structure overhauls.

mized according to a five step structure.
An effective process usually requires a

Institutionalization

cross-functional team with members from

Sustained improvements in customer sat-

sales, operations, IT and other areas:

isfaction are possible only if the entire

■ Step 1 – Break down the journey using
customer perspective as a central focus

■ Step 2 – Map the journey against current internal operations

■ Step 3 – Call out the “wow moments”
and pain points, such as unnecessary
wait times or delays in communication

■ Step 4 – Prioritize pain points based on
what matters most to customers

■ Step 5 – Radically redesign the journey

company—from top executives to the
front line—is aligned around the effort and
the roll-out is rapid. McKinsey has found
that five best practices increase the
chances of success:
■ Strong executive ownership and a
clear mandate for cross-functional journey owners to drive change across the
organization.

■ Central measurement architecture
that continuously reports customer in-

to address the pain points and focus on

telligence to the relevant operational

customer needs.

KPIs, allowing feedback and improve-

The first step is often the most difficult—
bringing customers into the room with the

ment.

■ Lean management practices with

team to reveal what their real emotional

regular performance dialogues about

journey looks like and rapidly testing

customer satisfaction between top

ideas for improvement before taking them

management and operational leaders.

too far. Analogously, digital tools now
support much faster prototyping cycles,
which accelerate the time to market and
improve the carrier’s ability to keep tailor-

■ Proactive change management with
compelling “change stories,” recognition from top management, regular interaction with real customers to gather

ing the customer experience. Embedding

feedback, and new approaches to at-

behavioral research can also reveal which

tracting customer-centric talent.

types of interactions customers prefer
and how best to influence behavior.

■ Training to give employees new skills,
and “navigators” and “champions” to

Improvements must be seen as a contin-

carry the change to individual depart-

uous process. Carriers should plan for

ments and make it stick.

successive rounds of innovation, especially in digital, where expectations rise
rapidly. All changes should be tested
quickly with real customers, and not
every lever must be in place before test-

Many companies do well by starting with
one or two small, rapid pilots to demonstrate impact and generate knowledge.
They then use the momentum to scale
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up the improvements across the com-

identifies the skills required for success

pany, rolling out three or four customer

in individual areas. Every team has clear

journey categories at a time, with organi-

objectives in terms of customer satisfac-

zational owners for each. A strong cen-

tion with regard to the best competitor.

tral team uses a standardized

Recruiting profiles and human resources

methodology and identifies synergies be-

policies are aligned with the new way of

tween customer journeys, such as in

working.

service and claims call centers, and

12
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Taking Action
Insurers need to invest human and financial resources in
customer-centricity to build and maintain a competitive
edge. Best-in-class players have already made some of
these investments and are reaping cascading benefits.
For example, a large carrier aiming to re-

claims journey and tested it quickly,

design its auto claims processes set out

demonstrating significant impact: cus-

to reduce call center waiting time. How-

tomer satisfaction improved by 50 per-

ever, using a consistent journey method-

cent and call center inquiries (follow-ups)

ology and insights from measurement,

fell by over 80 percent—with no addi-

they found that waiting time was not a

tional net cost (Exhibit 4).

major pain point for the customer.
Changing call center routing to ensure a
single point of contact for the customer
mattered much more, especially when
severe accidents occurred. An agile,
cross-functional team redesigned the

Another large incumbent aimed to radically
redesign its claims process from the customer perspective, relying heavily on digital to dramatically improve delivery. The
company provided customers with an app
to allow them to make self-service remote

Exhibit 4

How a claims
journey might be
transformed

From…

…To

No online reporting or

Easy reporting online and

difficult process with more
than 30 questions

Lack of
transparency in

processes such as
repair and payout

Limited help

submitting claims,
finding repair shops,
etc.

More than 4 weeks
to settlement

off with fewer questions that
adjust dynamically to specific
contexts

Cumbersome
customer
journey

Innovative
and interactive
end-to-end
experience

Continuous updates
and tracking of process
steps in messages and
online or in an app

Integrated remote
digital solution to help

policyholders assess
damage, find repair shops,
etc.
Settlement of simple claims in
4 hours with digital
assessments

Efficiency gains of up to 30% with digital self-servicing,
straight-through processing and lower call volume
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damage assessments. It also offered cus-

nel-centric views risk falling behind as

tomers a digital connection to the repair

market leaders build deeper relationships

network that included rules-based recom-

with customers and capture ever-larger

mendations guiding customers to suitable

shares of the market.

shops. In addition to a positive impact on
the customer experience, the efficiency
gains yielded almost 30 percent savings,
not to mention the potential improvement
in loss ratio due to greater accuracy (Exhibit 4, page 13).
The opportunities for insurers to differentiate themselves through stronger customer experience are huge and growing.
The fundamental challenge many companies face is getting the organization moving. There is no time to wait. In the digital
era, consumer power is rising. Carriers
that cling to product-, function- or chan-

For carriers with the resolve to see their
business through the eyes of the customer, each interaction becomes a way to
live up to their brand promise; functions
come together in new ways across customer journeys; and technology and digital become accelerators.
Transforming any large organization is difficult, of course, but the value at stake is
significant. The adage is still valid: “You
don’t earn loyalty in a day. You earn loyalty day by day.”
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